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ABSTRACT
In today‟s world, all we need a secret communication. Steganography is one of the
important way for secure invisible communication that hides the existence of any secret data
inside a cover medium or cover channel. We can use steganography in military
communication, communication between Government and any other types of secure
communication. There are different types of steganography such as- text steganography,
image steganography, video steganography, network steganography etc. In this paper we
focus on image steganography. Here we compare different techniques of image
steganography.
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INTRODUCTION
The word steganography has originated from a Greek word „Steganos‟ which means
covered and „Graptos‟ which means Writing. So steganography means „covered writing‟.
Now a days data hiding gains more importance for more secure communication. The basic
function of steganography is to hide any information inside another large information media
known as cover media or cover channel [1][2]. At the sender end this cover media is used to
embed the secret information. This process is known as embedding process. After the
embedding procedure, the stego information will be created.
This „stego information‟ and the cover information looks like the same and their
difference is not visible to our eyes. This „stego information‟ is then transmitted to the
receiver end. Receiver receives the „stego information‟ and applies the extracting procedure
to extract the secret information from the „stego information‟.
Difference from Cryptography: In cryptography, while transmitting some information, we
need to encrypt that information using some encryption algorithm to produce the cipher text
[10]. In this technique, the structure of the original information is changed and at the receiver
end we need to apply decryption algorithm to obtain the original information which the
sender sends.
But in the steganography, the structure of the secret information is not altered. The
secret information is just hidden inside the cover channel.
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If we combine cryptography and steganography, it will be more secure [5]. So before
embedding the secret data into cover channel if the secret data is encrypted, then it will add
another level of security.
DIFFERENT TYPES OF STEGANOGRAPHY
There are different types of steganography available depending on the cover medium
[5]. They areImage Steganography: If we use cover medium as an image then it is known as image
steganography. i.e. Stego image=cover image + secret data + secret key (optional).
So here we can hide information inside an image i.e the cover image. This cover image and
the stego image will look like same so that our eyes can‟t distinguish this two images.
Text Steganography: If text is used as the cover medium to hide the secret data, it is called
text steganography.
Video Steganography: If a video file is used as the cover medium for hiding any secret file,
it is called video steganography.
Network Steganography: We can also use the network protocols such as TCP, UDP, ICMP,
IP etc as cover channel to hide the secret data. This is known as network steganography.
DIFFERENT IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
I. LSB technique: LSB stands for Least Significant Bit. This technique is the simplest
among all other existing image steganographic technique [4][9]. In case of color image, the
pixel values range in between 0 to 255. Each pixel has 3 component Red, Green and Blue
(RGB). This technique uses the least significant bit of every component of every pixel. So,
we can hide 3 bits of the secret data inside any pixel. Suppose the 3 component of the first
pixel is R (11011011), G (01101011), B (10110101). Let us take the secret data to be hidden
is 10011111. Here we can see that the first bit of the secret data is 1 and this 1 should be
embedded in the first component of the first pixel i.e. Red. The LSB of the Red component is
also 1. So here no change is required. Second bit of the secret data is 0. It should be
embedded in Green component. The LSB of the Green component is 1. So we have to make
this bit to 0. The 3rd bit of the secret data is 0. It should be embedded in the 3rd component i.e
Blue. LSB of the 3rd component is 1. So a change is required to make it 0. This process will
be continued until all secret data will be embedded in the cover image.There are some
advantages of this technique1. This method is very simple to implement.
2. This technique is the base of the other methods. New methods are built using this
technique.
3. The difference between the cover image and the stego image is negligible i.e the
distortion is minimal.
We can also find out some drawbacks of LSB technique. These are 1. Embedding capacity i.e the payload of LSB technique is low. Only one bit per
byte.
2. Attackers can easily extract the secret data.
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II. Ghoshal’s technique: According to this technique [11], at first we have to count the
number of 1‟s and number of 0‟s in the first component of the first pixel. Then the absolute
difference between this two is calculated and divide the value by 2. So this number of bits can
be embedded in other two channels (Green and Blue). Here the first component will act as an
indicator bit. For example, take the value of the R, G, B component as- R (11011011), G
(01101101), B (10101111). In the Red component the number of 1‟s = 6, the number of 0‟s =
2. Their absolute difference = (6-2) = 4. Dividing 4 by 2 we get 2. So in each component i.e
Green and Blue, 2 bits of the secret data will be embedded. Experimental result of this
technique has shown that the embedding capacity of this technique is more than the LSB [4]
techniques. If we can use this technique like- the Red component of the first pixel will act as
the indicator, then the Green component of the second pixel will act as an indicator and then
the blue component of the 3rd pixel will act as an indicator and so on, then it will be more
secure.
The problem of this technique is that when the number of 1‟s and 0‟s are equal then
no bits will be embedded in that pixel.
III. Pixel Indicator technique: This technique is proposed by Gutub [12]. This method also
uses one component of a pixel as the indicator channel. Other two components will be used to
hide the secret data. According to this technique, least two significant bits of the indicator
channel is checked. If these two bits are 00, then in channel1 and channel2, there will be no
hidden data. If it is 01, then 2 bits of the hidden data will be embedding in channel2 only. In
channel1 there will be no embedding. If it is 10, then 2 bits of the hidden data will be
embedded in channel1 only. In channel2 there will be no embedding. If it is 11, then in each
channel 2 bits of the hidden data will be embedded.
The advantage of this technique is that it is more secure. Payload is also high.
Problem is that in some pixel no data will be embedded.
IV. Another Pixel Intensity based method: We know that each pixel has [6][7][8][11] three
color components RED, GREEN and BLUE. One component will act as an indicator and the
other two will act as data channel. To select the indicator channel, first count the number of
1‟s in the MSB of 3 components of all the pixels. Select the component as an indicator
channel that has the minimum number of 1‟s in the MSB and other two channels will act as
data channel to embed secret bits.
After selecting the indicator channel, we have to check the least two significant bits of
the indicator channel. If this two bits are either 00 or 11, then two bits are embedded in each
of the channel. If the two bits are 01, then only in channel2 two bits are embedded. If this bits
are 10, then only in channel1 two bits are embedded.
This technique is more secure than the previous method. Capacity is also high as
compared to the previous one because here for 00 also two bits will be embedded.
V. PVD technique: PVD stands for Pixel Value Differencing. In this technique [3][9], the
difference between two consecutive pixel i.e. (pi , pi+1) is determined first i.e. di = │ pi pi+1│. After that, a range table is searched to find out in which range the difference di falls.
The range table is as follows-
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Difference within the Range

Range Length

From 0 to 7

8

From 8 to 15

8

From 16 to 31

16

From 32 to 63

32

From 64 to 127

64

From 128 to 255

128

After finding the range length, one can find how many numbers of bits should be
embedded in each pixel. If the range length is L, then it can embed log2L bits in each pixel.
For example, if the range length is 16, then 4 bits are embedded.
This method has high payload and because of the complexity it is more secure. Problem is
that sometimes the range becomes more than 255.
CONCLUSION
So far we have discussed different types of image steganographic techniques. Each
has some advantages and disadvantages. Therefore new methods are still required. In future
we will propose a new technique based on image steganography which will help to
communicate in a more secure way.
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